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The beginning 

  June 2010 
  Canadian industry was informed that Mexico had introduced a 

“hold and test” policy for Canadian canaryseed shipments – 
any shipments containing quarantine weed seeds would be 
rejected. 

  Reason stated was repeated and high levels of quarantine 
weed seeds (particularly wild buckwheat) in shipments of 
canaryseed from Canada. 

  Some shipments were held at the border 

  CSCA immediately began working with exporters and 
Canadian government officials to: 

  Release shipments held at the Mexican border. 
  Negotiate import requirements for shipments moving forward. 

Trade immediately ground to a halt 



The importance of Mexico 



The underlying issue 

  Certain weed seeds that are present in Canada 
(including wild buckwheat) appear on Mexico’s 
quarantine weed seed list. 

  Mexico stated they have found weed seed levels to be 
higher over the last year and a half. 

  The trade was already cleaning to a very stringent 
industry standard (less than 1% foreign material in 
many cases, less than 0.5%).    

  Mexico is strictly applying a zero tolerance policy for 
weed seeds on their quarantine list for Canadian 
canaryseed shipments. 

  However the complete elimination of weed seeds from 
field crop shipments is not possible. 



Where we have been 

  July 2010 
  Canadian Ag Minister and Mexican Ag Secretary agree to a transition 

period to clear blocked shipments and allow trade to resume. 
  However transition period not implemented by Mexico until August. 

  August 2010 
  Mexico implements transition period that allows canaryseed trade to 

resume.  Shipments tested upon arrival and if quarantine weed seeds 
found, product moves in for re-cleaning in Mexico. 

  Virtually all Canadian canaryseed shipments needed to be recleaned in 
Mexico. 

  September 2010 
  Transition period ends, shipments to Mexico halt again. 
  CSCA meets with Mexican government officials in Mexico City to outline 

industry’s views and to demonstrate that complete elimination of weed 
seeds not possible. 

  October, November, December 2010 
  Industry works with CFIA and Mexican government on a permanent 

solution that recognizes Mexico’s concerns, but recognizes complete 
elimination of weed seeds is not possible. 



Where we have been 

  October, November, December 2010 
  Industry works with CFIA and Mexican government on a 

permanent solution that would recognize Mexico’s concerns, 
but would also recognize complete elimination of weed seeds 
is not possible.  

  CSCA and CFIA meet with Mexican government officials in Canada 
in October – Mexico seems to acknowledge that Canada cannot 
completely eliminate weed seeds from shipments. 

  Late December – Mexico’s response to Canada’s latest proposal 
makes it clear that permanent solution will not be achieved in the 
short term. 

  Canada requests the re-introduction of a transition period in order 
to resume shipping. 

  January 2011 
  Canada receives Mexico’s formal approval of transition period – 

until June 21, 2011 – will allow shipments to resume: 
  Importers have option to move product into Mexico for recleaning 

if quarantine weed seeds found in shipments.  



Current status and issues 

  Trade will resume under the transition period: 
  However, it is likely all shipments will need to be re-

cleaned upon arrival in Mexico. 

  Industry is disappointed in lack of progress between 
regulatory agencies to find practical, cost effective, 
appropriate risk management processes in the last six 
months. 

  Import requirements in importing countries need to be 
science and risk based and ensure that they are 
minimally distorting to trade. 

  The Canadian trade will be paying much closer 
attention to and cleaning for weed seeds.  We expect 
much lower levels of weed seeds in canaryseed 
shipments.  However, industry can’t clean to zero. 



Current status and issues 

  Unclear what will happen after transition period ends 
June 21, 2011. 

  Will Mexico be satisfied with relatively low levels of weed 
seeds in shipments or will they insist on zero? 

  Will they continue to hold and test all shipments upon 
arrival? 

  CSCA will continue to work with CFIA, exporters, 
importers and other to work towards a stable trading 
environment that maintains access for Canada’s 
largest market for canaryseed. 


